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Falk Haberkorn
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Installation view, Preis der Zukunft / Pochen Biennale, 2020, Wirkbau, Chemnitz, DE

Falk Haberkorn

Installation view, Sing Hallelujah!, 2019, Klemm‘s, Berlin, DE

Falk Haberkorn

In spring 2019, Falk Haberkorn and Sven Johne undertook their second
joint road-trip through the East of the country – exactly 15 years after their
first trip. Again with the loosely laid-out intention to take in what they have
seen and experienced and to reflect on the existing situations in their own
and collaborative works. One thing was clear: time has progressed and
some things have changed – the current social climate, the heated debates,
the alleged breaks and throwbacks are well known...
Falk Haberkorn and Sven Johne envisioned “Sing Hallelujah!” as a collaborative project, critical survey and stock-taking as well as asserting their
personal and artistic attitudes at the same time.
Haberkorn focuses on the motorhome ‚vehicle‘ of the journey and the immediate impressions of the night ride – these are self-documenting images of
isolation, bunker mentality, slippery surfaces, strange details of empt places.
Sketched between a loose, fragile narrativity and very precise, formal
‚standstills‘, an associative tie develops in the sequence of photographs,
which makes the atmosphere and mood palpable in a very direct manner.

Detail, PARADE, 2019, 69 Inkjet-Prints on fleece paper, wallpapered, 30 x 45 / 45 x 67,5 cm.
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o.T. (Gott Flechsig), 2014, wall installation, paint, chalkboards, inkjet-prints, wall-text, dimesnions variable
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Flüchtig Hingemachte Männer, exhibition view at KLEMM‘S, Berlin 2014
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Flüchtig Hingemachte Männer, exhibition view at KLEMM‘S, Berlin 2014
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Flüchtig hingemachte Männer, 2014, series of 75 ink-drawings on graphpaper, each 21 x 29,7 cm (details)
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Flüchtig hingemachte Männer, 2014, series of 75 ink-drawings on graphpaper, each 21 x 29,7 cm (details)
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Flüchtig hingemachte Männer, 2014, series of 75 ink-drawings on graphpaper, each 21 x 29,7 cm (detail)
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Weltenschöpfer, 2013, exhibition view at Museum der Bildenden Künste, Leipzig
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Weltenschöpfer, 2013, exhibition view at Museum der Bildenden Künste, Leipzig
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Requiem for a Cigarette, 2012, 7 fine art prints, each 25 x 37, 5 cm
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„untitled (20th Century Kitsch)“, a hybrid between a working tool and high-end-display which
is placed in the center of the exhibition space. On the one hand it is a reference to the inherent
„working process“ of art, which plays a role in many works of Falk Haberkorn, on the other hand a
non-tangible object which was deprived of its meaning and bears - in the literal sense - the artist‘s
handwriting. Underneath the glass lie torn-up notes and thoughts about earlier works and about the
context of the artist.

untitled (20th Century Kitsch), 2011, papering table, lacquer, glass, torn notes, 59 x 78 x 295 cm
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High and Low (19th century kitsch), 2007, books, furniture, lacque, 202 x 80 x 28 cm
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La revoluzione siete stati voi, 2012, 25 blackboards, handwritten text, b/w-photograph, ca. 360 x 400 cm
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‚Left Handed Handicap‘ consists of 25 tablets and 1 small-format vintage copy of Falk Haberkorn.
All tablets, which remind us of chalkboards from our schooldays because of their patina, all bear
the same sentence 4 times „La rivolutione siete stati voi“ / „You were the revolution“ – written by
Falk Haberkorn in an imposition-like, quasi-ironic and at the same time implicit act with his left
hand. The photograph shows a person who, by his looks and habitus, consciously or unconsciously
reminds us of a Beuys-like ‚shaman‘ or ‚charismatic person‘ - with a floppy hat and a notebook,
strolling around the open fields early in the morning. He looks at the observer/photographer but at
the same time away from the camera into the unknown.

La revoluzione siete stati voi, 2012, 25 blackboards, handwritten text, b/w-photograph, ca. 360 x 400 cm (details)
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Vorläufiges Verzeichnis einer Ästehtik des Widerstehen-Wollens dargestellt von Falk Haberkorn im Februar d. J. 2011, 2011, laser print on drawing paper, dimensions variable
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Index of words which are - in a narrow and larger sense - connected to the subjects of ‚resisting‘,
‚renunciation‘, ‚exit‘ and ‚retraction‘. Subjectively assembled and organized by Falk Haberkorn according to his own ideas, based on lexical research as well as novels and classical literature. In
total there are 1500 of these words which are connected in groups of 300 each in the specially
designed boxes. For the presentation a freely defined, black space needs to be present which is
then carrying a block or a line of at least 24 areas of words.

Vorläufiges Verzeichnis einer Ästehtik des Widerstehen-Wollens dargestellt von Falk Haberkorn im Februar d. J. 2011, 2011, laser print on drawing paper, dimensions variable (detail)
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Handicap, 2012, exhibition view at KLEMM‘S, Berlin
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Il faut etre absolument moderne, 2008 (ongoing), series of consecutive sheets of paper, felt marker, needles, facsimile of handwriting of Arthur Rimbaud each page dated, numbered, each 31,3 x 20,7 cm, dimensions variable
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Il faut etre absolument moderne, 2008 (ongoing), series of consecutive sheets of paper, felt marker, needles, facsimile of handwriting of Arthur Rimbaud each page dated, numbered, each 31,3 x 20,7 cm, dimensions variable (detail)
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Versuch über die Schwierigkeit nein zu sagen (pt1), 2009 (ongoing), watercolour, graphite-pen on paper, based on philosophical and prose texts written on top of each other, 100 x 70 cm
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Versuch über die Schwierigkeit nein zu sagen (pt2), 2010 (ongoing), watercolour, graphite-pen on paper, based on philosophical and prose texts written on top of each other, 100 x 70 cm
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Versuch über die Schwierigkeit nein zu sagen, 2009 (ongoing), watercolour, graphite-pen on paper, based on philosophical and prose texts written on top of each other, 100 x 70 cm (close up)
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Gedanken über die Original-Werke, 2006, hand-made paper, pencil, wood, artist frame, 150 x 120 cm
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Modern Times, 2008 (ongoing), in-situ wall piece, prepared and chiselled wall, dimensions variable
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Modern Times, 2013 (ongoing), in-situ wall piece, prepared and chiselled wall, dimensions variable
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The ongoing body of work ‘Modern Times’ depicts a hybrid of typographies
oscilliating between the clear influence of a modernist font, a font resembling the ones we know from 1950’s advertisement and his own hand. By
combining the individual fonts with each other, the in-between space is in a
constant state of renewal, while recalling sources of cultural memory and
tradition and hence pointing to future prospects. It is this form of being in an
in-between space, the space between an archival basis and the individual
development, reflecting upon the role of the artist, authorship and script and
commentary.

Modern Times, 2013 (ongoing), in-situ wall piece, prepared and chiselled wall, dimensions variable (detail)

Falk Haberkorn
The everlasting present, the moment of overlapping time compression and concentration as
the existential mode of fine art is the focus here.
In Sema the wall for his ‘inscriptions’ functions
as a synthesis of word and image, of sign and
signification. In the course of his performative
work Falk Haberkorn has written text on beforehand clearly defined and specially prepared wall
sections.
After the inscription work had been finished, the
lasting trace of the scripture (memory) was erased by painting over it (oblivion) – and therewith
is nevertheless stored under a new layer of paint
and mortar.
The tabula rasa of an untouched surface is ideally overdrawn by an indestructible trace of script.
In addition, the comprehensive transcription did
not only follow visually but also content-wise a
networked structure: passages and quotations
of literary and humanistic texts that recurs in
different modes to issues of memory are so intertwined and interwoven that – according to the
principle of montage, alliance and association –
a mental reference space opens up that appears
to be infinitely expandable.

SEMA, 2007, site specific work, ink ball pen on prepared wall, dimensions variable
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SEMA, 2007, site specific work, ink ball pen on prepared wall, dimensions variable
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Elf Uhr Zwanzig / Einschreiben, 2002, installation/performance, prepared wall, handwritten text (time and dimensions variable);
opposite: silvergelatin print, 120 x 180 cm, floor: lacquered floor plate (dimensions variable)
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For Elf Uhr Zwanzig (Eleven Twenty a.m.)
transformed an old office space temporarily in
a new form by closing all windows with gypsum
walls, lacquered floor and arranging the lamps
in a way that a classic ‚white cube’ was built. his
enabled the two works conceived for this space
to develop into a field of tension:
When the viewer enters the room his attention
is first drawn soley to the visual dominance of
the photograph. Only step by step the wall-filling
text-veil on the opposite wall lifts and transforms
from indifferent shades of grey to a distinctive
black and white fabric structure. The installation
also encompasses not only a modification of the
space in regard to walls, but also to the floor.
Haberkorn lies for this work shiny, lacquered
floor plates on top of the original floor. The floor
can be seen as a visual and conceptual bracket,
reflecting the jumper from the photograph, the
scripture on the wall while as well as incorporating the viewer as part of a self-reflective process
that links the works in build up their tension.
However, it also manifests itself just as a shiny,
repellent surface that cannot be penetrated.
In this regard the text-image work Einschreiben
that Haberkorn has created within a nine week
period can be read as a metaphor of memory:
not only is the text itself an interwoven structure of texts from sciences, literature and the
humanties – opening up an indefinite space for
references – that are only documented through a
protocol book kept during the period of writing,
but also the traces, the scripture itself is painted
over, hence deleted, four weeks after.
The only documentation left from this installation
is the photograph and a protocol book.

Elf Uhr Zwanzig / Einschreiben, 2002, XXXX
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Elf Uhr Zwanzig / Einschreiben 2002, XXX (close up)
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Goldrausch (documentation of movement), 2005, 120 silver-gelatin prints, each 38,5 x 56 cm, dimensions variable
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Schonung, 2004, 4 silver-gelatin prints, artist frame, 131 x 164 cm, exhibition view at Museum Folkwang, Essen
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Schonung #2, 2004, silver-gelatin print, 131 x 164 cm
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Schonung #3, 2004, silver-gelatin print, 131 x 164 cm
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